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They say practice makes perfect, and it’s true… witches are no exception.
One such witch, a very young one at that, once tried conjuring a birthday
cake with 120 candles. But the poor girl messed something up while working
her magic, and ended up baffling, muddling, and recolouring the entire
fairy-tale world! Take a look for yourself…

You be the judge, kids. Can there be a Little Blue Riding Hood? And what
about a yellow wolf? No one would allow them to be in their story like this.
Well, dear inexperienced witch, you have no choice but to correct your
mistake. And in order for Little Riding Hood to be red again, some strong
magic will be needed. Let’s do this!

What’s happened to us?

Since when’s
Little Red blue?

You stole my
colour, wolf…
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Phew, I’m me again!
Yellow, golden, shiny!
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Ouchie ow,
Goldilocks can’t
have grey hair!
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I, on the other
hand, look pretty
weird when green.

ABRACADABRA.

What’s going on over here? Why is the princess weeping?
Because her hair is no longer golden, but grey like a crone’s.
Even her dress, embroidered with a golden thread, lost its
colourful beauty and shine. Witch, the princess needs her
beauty back, quick! Make things right with the yellow spell.
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YELLOW!

And we’re done.

Every novice witch sometimes utter a wrong spell. Be honest,
kids—have you ever heard of a Little Blue Riding Hood,
three green pigs or a grey-haired Goldilocks?
Help the witch and make the fairy-tale
characters their original
colour again!

In the end,
the small witch
can celebrate
her birthday!
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WARNING:
Choking hazard.
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under 36 months.

